Update for coming Feasibility Projects

Please note that the guideline documents will be updated: these slides give you the changes
Next steps

From the discussions today, teams will form to submit a feasibility project bid.

The lead needs to be someone who is able to hold an EPSRC award (this is a condition of the SECURE award).
Next steps

Deadline for submission of feasibility projects  23rd June
To be submitted to Gillian Brown (gillian.brown@glasgow.ac.uk)

Each project should last for a maximum of 4 months, funding is up to £15K (different to the previous round)

There is additional detail on the SECURE web pages
http://www.gla.ac.uk/research/az/secure/feasibilityprojects/
There are some key points (which are slightly different to the detail on the web) and this will be updated to reflect this.

Projects will need to be completed and final report submitted before the end of January 2018. There are some bureaucratic processes that need to be completed if successful.

If you held a previous FP as PI, you are eligible to bid for an FP in this round as PI.

The same decision process as before will be used (proposals reviewed by the Project Feasibility review board).
should be a maximum of two pages (Arial 11), and include the following:

• Applicants:
• Aims and objectives: Include the context and the rationale for the choice of the theme and the research questions that will be addressed. Highlight how this theme fits with the remit and objectives of the SECURE network Activities:
• Set out a timetable of programme of activities.
• Outcome: Detail milestones and deliverables for the research project and potential impact.
• Budget: A brief justification of the resources sought.
• We need:

• If successful, a 1 page **Non-negotiable** Master Letter of Offer referring to funding conditions on website
• Collaboration agreements (informal or formal) between Lead Applicant’s institution and partner institutions to be in place
Project submission: June 23rd
Outcomes known: before end of July
Projects start: by beginning of September
Projects complete: end of December
Final report submitted: end of January 2018

Our web pages will be updated with the new details for this round